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1 Introduction
With the exponential growth in Internet traffic, scaling of IP data networks far beyond their present performances is required. In order to meet this challenge, Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [?] is rapidly emerging as the technology that allows for enhanced speed and scalability as well as service provisioning capabilities in the Internet. All-optical packet switching fits well into the MPLS concept, while offering flexibility, enabling scaling to very high bit rates and eliminating potential electronic bottlenecks.

Packet forwarding within MPLS is traditionally based on label swapping, wherein the label in an incoming packet is replaced with a new value in the packet switch as it is forwarded to the appropriate outlet. Thus, exploiting the advantages of optical MPLS would traditionally require all-optical header modification (i.e., label swapping) in the packet switches, as demonstrated in, e.g., [?][?]. However, as this added functionality complicates the packet switch implementation, while increasing the optical component count, it would be advantageous to avoid.

In this paper, we present a scheme, which conforms with the MPLS concept, and which allows the decoding of a fixed label within each packet switch, thereby enabling the extraction of the desired forwarding information without changing the header. The scheme is based on an arithmetic operation in the core nodes, which can easily be performed within the duration of the packet. The good scalability of the scheme, which is important for practical implementation, is demonstrated through simulations for different network sizes and node size distributions.

2 Key identification scheme
The principle of packet forwarding within a network can basically be divided into three groups based on the operating principle. The first is an approach where a path through the network is preestablished and designated by a globally unique identification number, an approach much like IP routing. However, this method requires very large lookup tables in the core nodes and global distribution of forwarding information, which is time consuming. The second approach is based on label swapping, where a label is replaced or modified for each node using an entry in a lookup table. This method reduces the lookup tables but time consuming label distribution is still required, which increases the management complexity. Furthermore, optical components are required to perform the header modification, which is undesirable. The third approach is to carry all the required packet forwarding information within the header. Using this approach avoids the demand for label distribution as the forwarding information is carried solely in the header. However, whether or not header modification can be avoided in this case depends on the scheme that is used. If a label stack scheme is employed, where labels are stored as a stack and the top label is popped or the label stack is rotated at each node, then some sort of header modification is required. Header modification can be avoided, if it is possible to encode the forwarding information in the label such that each passed node can decode it differently and extract the desired output port. The key identification scheme (KIS), that we propose in this paper, satisfies these requirements. The scheme uses modular arithmetic operations to decode a fixed header and extract a desired number (here the output port) depending on a node specific identification number, which is denoted the key. The mathematical algorithm we use is the old Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT), which states that an integer scalar $a$ can be computed with the following property, which is derived in [?]:

$$a_i = a \mod n_i \quad \text{for} \quad i = 1, \ldots, k$$
where \( a_i \) and \( n_i \) are entries in the arrays \( \bar{a} \) and \( \bar{n} \), respectively, and \( k \) is the number of traversed nodes. Each traversed node uses a pair of integers \((n_i, a_i)\) that is defined as follows: \( n_i \) uniquely identifies the node in the network and \( a_i \) is the desired output at that node. The scalar \( a \), which we denote the Route Designation Field (RDF), is generated prior to launching the packet into the network, and hereafter the packet is forwarded at each node by decoding \( a_i \) using the key \( n_i \) and equation (1). The keys \((n_i)\) must be pairwise relative primes, i.e., the greatest common divisor (gcd) for any pair of keys in the network must be one. Furthermore, the key should be larger than the desired output, i.e., \( n_i > a_i \) for all \( i \).

In figure 1 is given an example that shows a packet traversing three nodes that are identified by the unique keys, 25, 14 and 37. Note that the keys are pairwise relative primes even though only 37 is an absolute prime. Considering the figure, it is possible to construct the two arrays \( \bar{n} = (25, 14, 37) \) and \( \bar{a} = (4, 2, 3) \), and the scalar \( a \) can be computed using an algorithm given in [?] which gives \( a = 2704 \). This scalar is carried in the header and at the three nodes the following calculations are performed: \( a_1 = 2704 \mod 25 = 4 \), \( a_2 = 2704 \mod 14 = 2 \) and \( a_3 = 2704 \mod 37 = 3 \). Note that it is possible to cascade as many nodes as desired, by allowing for a sufficiently large RDF.

The implementation of the key identification scheme is quiet simple as each node is applied a fixed key, which is only changed in response to larger reconfigurations of the network, e.g., an increase in the network size. Hereafter, every path through the network can be chosen at the network edge nodes by computing the RDF using the Chinese Remainder Theorem. In case of congestion, fiber break, etc., the path is simply changed by recomputing the RDF. Thus, it is not necessary to use label distribution protocols to distribute labels. The operation performed in the electrical control system of the optical node is thus a simple modular expression, which generally can be calculated by a division and a subtraction. Furthermore, as the key is fixed, the inverse key can be calculated initially and the division is thus replaced with a multiplication, that can be carried out with very limited time consumption of only a fraction of the packet duration time even if the packet length is only, e.g., about 1 \( \mu \)sec. Hence, the key identification scheme has significant advantages as implementation is easy performed electrically, a control system to update forwarding tables throughout the network is not needed, and costly optical devices to perform label swapping are avoided.

3 Scalability of the scheme

Another important factor for implementing the scheme is the scalability when the network size increases. In the following the key identification scheme is compared with the label stack scheme as they both do not require label distribution (group three mentioned above). The scalability of the key identification scheme relies on the available number of pairwise relative primes in the network. If the network has a number of nodes with different sizes then each node is just applied a key that is larger than or equal to its size, i.e., it is not necessary to dimension all the keys in the network for the largest node size. The label size for a given path will, according to [?], always be smaller than the product of the keys for the traversed nodes. This means that with a given label size, the key identification scheme can as well support long routes and small nodes as short routes and larger nodes. On the contrary, the label stacking scheme must be redesigned for the worst case, that is, the largest node size in the network and the longest allowed route. Thus, it can be expected that the KIS improves its performance compared to the label stack scheme when operating on a mixed network. This is demonstrated in figure 2 where randomly generated networks are evaluated by finding the shortest route between every pair of nodes using Dijkstra's algorithm. Figure 2(a) is computed for a network with a rather uniform distribution of node sizes with 50% 8x8 nodes and 50% 16x16 nodes, while figure 2(b) is computed for a much more mixed network where the node size distribution is as follows: 10% 4x4, 20% 8x8, 30% 16x16, 20% 32x32, 10% 64x64, 5% 128x128 and 5% 256x256 nodes.
By comparing the figures it is seen that the key identification scheme requires a label size, of about six bytes for network sizes up to about 50 nodes in the uniform case, which is approximately three bytes more than for the label stack scheme. However, for a mixed network the situation is different and the KIS requires the same label size, whereas the label stack scheme requires up to seven bytes in the label field for 50 nodes in the network. In both cases route lengths of nine cascaded nodes are employed as the maximum length.

It is seen that the key identification scheme requires approximately the same number of bytes for a very mixed network as for a uniform network. This demonstrates a superior flexibility compared with the label stack scheme, however, the scalability of a uniform network is inferior. This, however, is most likely a minor problem for actual implementation as one would expect a mixed network in practice.

It is obvious that both the KIS and the label stack scheme requires a larger label field than the label swapping scheme, which can be as small as 4 bytes [?]. However, we believe that the advantages associated with the key identification scheme far outweigh the disadvantage of the limited reduction in the bandwidth efficiency.

### 4 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel scheme for packet forwarding in an optical packet switched network is presented. The scheme relies on the encoding of forwarding information in the packet label such that each node can decode it differently and extract the desired output port. To perform this we use an algorithm based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem. The scheme has significant advantages compared to the well-known label swapping, as it does not require time-consuming distribution of packet forwarding information throughout the network, and avoids the use of optical components for header modification. Thus, the component count in packet switches is reduced, increasing the cost-effectiveness.

The scalability of the scheme is evaluated, demonstrating that the size of the required label field scales well with the network size and is independent of node size variations, thus indicating the flexibility of the scheme. For networks consisting of up to 50 nodes, we found that less than seven bytes are required in the label field. As approximately four bytes are required for traditional label swapping, the scheme has a somewhat lower bandwidth efficiency. However, due to the significant advantages that are otherwise associated with the scheme, we believe that it has a great potential for use in future optical networks.